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Martine de Courcel. Tolstoy: 'l11e Ultinate Reconciliation.
York: SCribner's Sons, 1988. 458 pp.
critical

~rks

New

on Tolstoy appear to classify themselves accord-

.i.n<;T to their varying attitudes ta.-Jard "wholeness." was there a

cr~sis and

break. in 1881, or is the life a continuity? Are we dealing with a hedgehog, a fox, or with the arena where those t~ beasts
stalk each other? Or-in tenns of nore recent Tolstoy scholarship-do ~ favor the Gustafson or the MJrson pole: Tolstoy's life and
~rk as a spiritual unity, or Tolstoy as champion of 1i£e I s fragrrent and the unintegrated prosaic detail?
In her new biography, Martine de Courcel takes a strong stand for
wholeness. Tolstoy left Yasnaya Po1yana in 1910, she claims, because
he had at last reconciled himself to the noral correctness and necessity of being a writer. '!his thesis is stated authoritatively in the
Introduction: ''What Tolstoy ~ humanity was a book: the book. He
could not write it at Yasnaya Polyana and so he left ll N. As docurrentation she offers the follCMing hypothesis: " ... in the last rronths
and even the last hours of "his life one can see a pattern analogous
to that which had presided over the working out of each of his novels
and every one of his essays and stories" (5). In the conclusion of
the biography, de Cource1 restates the thesis in ITOre detail. But
this tirre she divides up the "foreshadowings" of literary activity
into four t:eriods: a) an irresistible desire to write; b) a deep preoccupation with a problem of general concern; c) a craving for reading; and d) a chance encounter with an incident or true story (398).

Now, in a man whose written traces fill ninety volumes, and who
never stopped writing, beine.; preoccupied with general problero.s, reading, and taking in others 1 stories as grist for his own mill, such
extrerrelY general sequences of "foreshadCMing" cannot be asSUlred to
prove rcuch one way or the other. Thus the reader-and especially the
reader familiar with the basic contours of TOlstoy I s liie-- is set up
to expect a -strong argurrent for this "ultimate and unwritten book" in
the body of the biography. Is there anything in these 400 pages to
win us over to a thesis like this, so provocative and yet so ostensibly
thID?
"
Unfortunately, very little. The familiar biography is all in place,
with the letters and diaries stitched into it as ~ll as the familiar
nethodological naivete. De Cource1, who has a degree in psychology
fran the Sorbonne, is rrerciful1y restrained in her occasional invocation of "id," "ego" and "superego" structures (see her carrrents on the
"organized" versus the "idealized" ego in Tolstoy, 114, and later on
guilt and love, 395). But her four-stage "foreshadowing" thesis is
inplicitly intorned by psychoanalytic rrodeling, enabling a sort of
"causality by contiguity" that Tolstoy himself WI:JU1d have deplored.
'!his ahistorical approach leads the biographer into all the fanous
pitfalls of the Tolstoy industry. Art and life are mixed indiscriminately when analyzing the "essentially autobiographical works ll of
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Tolstoy's early period (44). Un£ortunate rretaphors are selected
for Tolstoy's rrost calculatedly messy ~rks: in the aftentath of
saul l-brson I s Hidden in Plain Vial, for ex.anple, it rrakes one
wince when Mre de eourcel refers to War and Peace as an "enorrIOlSely carpIex rrachine" (98) in which "every character had to be
set precisely in its orbit, and its course controlled in relation
to the courses of all the others" (103).
'ttle Tolstoy marriage, too, is treated with conventional sensationalism. In contrast to the recent chronicle by Louise Srroluchowski (lev and Sonya: '!he StOry of the Tolstoy M:rrriage), de Courcel
does not take Sotya Andreevna at her ~rd-that she rrost often
wrote in her di.ary when she was unhappy and therefore her written
record was bound to be grim and untrue. SO we get the usual spooky
picture of the Tolstoy's sexual life: Sonya as frigid (he's insatiable I she I s repelled), ever resentful of her pregnancies, al ternately fearful about another conception and about abandornrent.
Over fifty years all those fears and feelings did occur, of course,
but de Courcel conflates and generalizes on the written record in
such a way that the no:rnal and vigorous t.:ines are much diroi.nished.
A case in point: Tolstoy's passing desire to re-inlist in the anuy
during the 1863 Polish Uprising uhderstandably caused his wile,
still recovering fran her first confinement, sore anxiety. 'Ihe
event is glossed by Mte de courcel in the following way: "Frcrn
that t.i.rre forward, Sofia never ceased keeping watch on her husband;
it irritated Tolstoy so nuch during the last year of his life that
it was one of the 'imrediate causes' of his leaving heme" (87). On
sate level this might well be true, and the final year was indeed a
disaster. But people in love watch over one another: de Courcel
dOes roth Tolstoys a disservice by presenting the hUsband as always
the trapped anirral, the wife as the pathology.

Perhaps the strengthen her "departure thesis, n de Coorcel portrays
Sofia Andreevna in the final chapter very much as Olertkov and Alexandra Lvovna saw fit to present her to the world: authentically mad.
All those painfully sane and self-aware passages in SOnya's dUrries
that Louise Srroluchowski cites--rtaking the case that Sonya I s hysteria
was rore a desperate attention-getting stra~ than an illness-are
here passed over. r.tre de courcel stresses rather Tolstoy I 5 renewed
interest in lunatic asylums, linking it with concern for his wife's
condition (346-47). But psychopathology is not confined entirely to
the wife. At several pJints, the biographer suggests (perl1aps again
in preparation for the 'Ideparture thesis") that Tolstoy himself was
sarehow pathological in his desire to write. For ~le, the farrous
sentence fran itA Few Words Apropos of War and Peace, n where Tolstoy
defends his novel as being "what the author wished and nanaged to express in the foon in ...nich it now exists, I' elicits the following
ce::.tl'treI1t: '''Ihis phrase suggests that Tolstoy was in serre way cacpelled
to do this ~rk, which is not a novel, not by a sinple desire to
write, but by a kind of pressure, a sense of obligation" (98). Everywhere MIre de Courcel courts the idea of being out of control, driven
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by hidden inner scenarios. '!he act of writing, \t.e learn at the end
of the biography, had the therapeutic power of transference for
TOlstoy--although it brooght no cure (393). He had to do it, and
his "reconciliation" with h..imself was his final realization that

having to do it was~: "I keep on writing, n so Tolstoy rruttered
in his fanous, final deathbed delirium, "and it canes tcqether
like rrusic." Is this an "ultimate reconciliation"? MIre de COurcel
is certainly correct that the Il'any eatpU1sions and minor pathologies that interNeave with genius are never irrelevant. But her
thesis, tacked on to the top and bottan of her text, does not seem
I;X)tent enough to have ItEri ted a new biography.
Still, there are sore valuable insights. l-tre de Courcel occasionally resists the ve:r::y conflating rroves that her rrethodology so
encourages, as in her refusal to equate Tolstoy r s pagan and pantheistic 1859 Speech to the Society of Friends of Russian Literature
with the later, rrore ascetic and "negating" position in What is
Art? (99). She adroitly cormects Tolstoy r s apparent awkwardness
in everyday tasks (Sonya's ccmrent that her husband was "always
crude and clumsy" in srrall jobs around the house) with his own
idealization of physical dexterity: "his feeling of inferiority
about it led him to ove.rva.lue m:mual labor, which he invested with
a restorative and redeeming virtue" (161-62). She is right that
'D1e Kreutzer Sonata is not necessarily an anti-feminist tract.
And on occasion her sumning up of Tolstoy (in the writer's own
Y.Clrds) is so excellent an antidote to the Bakhtinian iItage of Tolstoy as "m::molcgic" that one can only applaud: "If [an artist]
has found everything and Knows everything and teaches or deliberately anuses, he produces no effect. Only i f he is seeking does
the spectator, the listener, or the reader join with him in his
search" (diary entry for 19 DecentJer 1900; de Courcel, .278).

'!he overarching problem of the "departure thesis" does not,
however go away, and it is hard to justify its central role in
rrotivating the book. "I began this inquiry without prejudgrrent
and without any prepared hypothesis," de COUrcel assures us. "I
set out therefore like an explorer on his track .•. I tun1.ed over
the stones along his path and the words of his books to see if a
hidden answer was not to be fOlll1d there .•.. It was only at the
end of this painstaking work that a flight over the excavation
revealed its structure, rather as the plan of a buried city shows
up rrore clearly in photographs taken fran the air" (5).
But a "photegraph fran the air" \o.OUld never be Tolstoy's vantage point, and-diaries kept in the toe of one's boot notwithstanding-there is a.1..ITOst not.hing "hidden" in the TOlstoy life.
No special reconciliation (or, for that matter, no catastrophic
alienation) is necessary to legitimize Tolstoy I S departure fran
Yasnaya Polyana in 1910. Rather than presurre a great unwritten
book, is not a rrore prosaic explanation likely? 8aiething, perhaps, rrore in keeping with the secret admiration for R.lssia' 5
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holy fools that Tolstoy once expressed to Strakhov: "If I ~e alone
I ~d not be a nonk, I ~d be a yurodivy, that is, I ~d not
value anything and would not do anybody any ham" (137). By 1910,
too nuch of Tolstoy was caught up in a war over Who owned and valued
what, and to those he loved he was doing too m.JCh hann. In fact,
there was sirrply too nuch of everything in the Tolstoy household:
too nuch fane, too mlch rroney, too rruch talent, too rrany children,
too rrany guests, too many ~rds. It is certainly true that a surfeit
of prosaic things does not make for the spectacular and ~l-focused
biography. &It surfeit is exactly what Tolstoy generated, and what
he came in his final years to fear. It is hard to assurre, as Mre de
Courcel does, that Tolstoy escaped only to take on ITOre words. If
anything, it was probably a flight €!'!'IpClWered by a fantasy along the
lines of Father sergius: after trying everyth.i.ng else, lose your
passport and go on living, but no one knows where. As Gary Saul
r.Drson has p:>inted out in connection with Anna Ka.renina, a certain
side of Tolstoy always understood plot "as an index of error" ('ISJ,
vol. 1, 1988, 5). Tolstoy escaping his family of forty-eight years
to write his great book. is a very big plot.

caryl

Drerson, Princeton University

Leo Tolstoy's 'War and Peace I . lot:xlern Critical Interpretations.
Ed. and with an Introduction by Harold Bloan. New York:

Chelsea House, 1988.

144 pp.

Leo Tolstoy's I War and Peace I is one of over a hundred collections
of critical essays on ITajor works of western literature that Chelsea
House is preparing under the editorial supervision of Harold Bloom.
The laudable intention behind this massive undertaking is to help the
rrcdern student of literature who is ~ these days by the
sheer I critical lTaSS'. 'Ihe seven essays - all published previously
be~ 1966 and 1983 selected for this volume are by: John Bayley,
Robert L. Jackson, W. Gareth Jones, Edward Wasiolek, Patricia carden,
and Martin Price. All of than are well-written and explore such i.mp:>rtant questions as: Tolstoy's powers of representation, the dialectic of freedan and necessity, multiple narratives, memJry, rroral vision, and the place of theory in TolstoY I s novel. Along with the
essays the editor has provided a brief introduction, a chronology of
'Iblstoy's life and literary career, a bibliography, and an index.

Despite the pra.iseworthy intentions, there are serious flaws in
this anthology. '!he nuddled introduction by Professor Blean is a
clear signal that this project was put 'tcqether carelessly and in
great haste. Vbile the essays themselves are interesting and ~ll
~rth the reading or re-reading - they have been shorn of their
original footnotes and even of page or section references to War and
Peace. 'Ih.i.s can hardly have been done over concern about space, since
at rrost, the references ~d have added ten pages to this slim volurre.
Scholarly essays, one thought, are neant to lead the reader back. into

